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PURPOSE OF INSPECTION
A real estate inspection is a visual survey of a structure and a base performance evaluation of the
systems and components of a building. It provides information regarding the general condition of a
residence at the time the inspection was conducted. It is important that you carefully read ALL of this
information. Ask the inspector to clarify any items or comments that are unclear.
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INSPECTOR
This inspection is governed by the Texas Real Estate Commission (“TREC”) Standards of Practice
(SOPs), which dictates the minimum requirements for a real estate inspection can be found at
www.trec.texas.gov.
The Inspector IS required to:
 Use this Property Inspection Report form for the inspection.
 Inspect only those components and conditions that are present, visible, and accessible at the
time of the inspection
 Indicate whether each item was inspected, not inspected, or not present.
 Indicate an item as Deficient (D) is a condition exists that adversely and materially affects the
performance of a system or component OR constitutes a hazard to life, limb or property as
specified by the SOPs and
 Explain the inspector’s findings in the corresponding section within the body of the report form.
The Inspector is NOT required to:
 Identify all potential hazards
 Turn on decommissioned equipment, systems, utilities, or apply an open flame or light a pilot to
operate any appliance
 Climb over obstacles, move furnishings or stored items
 Prioritize or emphasize the importance of one deficiency over another
 Provide follow-up services to verify that proper repairs have been made, or
 Inspect a system or component listed under the optional section of the SOPs (22 TAC 535.233)

Promulgated by the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) P.O. Box 12188, Austin, TX 78711-2188 (512) 936-3000
(HTTP://www.trec.texas.gov). REI 7-6 (Revised 09/01/2021) Page 1 of 34
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RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CLIENT
While items identified as Deficient (D) in an inspection report DO NOT obligate any party to make
repairs or take other actions, in the event that any further evaluations are needed, it is the responsibility
of the client to obtain, further evaluations and/or cost estimates from qualified service professionals
regarding any items reported as Deficient (D). It is Advised that any further evaluations and/or cost
estimates take place prior to the expiration of any contractual time limitations, such as option periods.
Please Note: Evaluations performed by service professionals in response to items reported as
Deficient (D) on the report may lead to the discovery of additional deficiencies that were not present,
visible or accessible at the time of the inspection. Any repairs made after the date of the inspection may
render information contained in this report obsolete or invalid.
REPORT LIMITATIONS
This report is provided for the benefit of the named client and is based on observations made by the
named inspector on the date the inspection was performed (indicated above).
ONLY those items specifically noted as being inspected on the report were inspected.
This inspection IS NOT:
 A technically exhaustive inspection of the structure, it’s systems, or its components and may not
reveal all deficiencies
 An inspection to verify compliance with any building
 An inspection to verify compliance with manufacturer’s installation instructions for any system or
component and DOES NOT imply insurability or warrantability of the structure or its
components.
NOTICE CONCERNING HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS, DEFICIENCIES, AND CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENTS

Conditions may be present in your home that did not violate building or common practices in effect
when the home was constructed but are considered hazardous by today’s standards. Such conditions
that were part of the home prior to the adoption of any current prohibiting them may not be required to
be updated to meet current requirements. However, if it can be reasonably determined that they are
present at the time of the inspection, the potential for injury or property loss from these conditions is
significant enough to require inspectors to report then as Deficient (D). Examples of such hazards
include:
•

malfunctioning, improperly installed, or missing ground fault circuit protection (GFCI) devices and
arc-fault devices (AFCI)

•

ordinary glass in locations where modern construction techniques call for safety glass.

•

malfunctioning or lack of fire safety features such as smoke alarms, fire-rated doors in certain
locations, and functional emergency escape and rescue openings in bedrooms.

•

malfunctioning carbon monoxide alarms.

•

excessive spacing between balusters on stairways and porches.

•

improperly installed appliances.

•

improperly installed or defective safety devices; and

•

lack of electrical bonding and grounding; and

•

lack of bonding on gas piping, including corrugated stainless steel tubing (CSST).

Please Note: Items identified as Deficient (D) in an inspection report DO NOT obligate any party
to make repairs or take other actions.
The decision to correct a hazard or any deficiency identified in an inspection report is left up to the
parties to contract for the sale or purchase of the home.
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This property inspection report may include an inspection agreement (contract), addenda, and
other information related to property conditions.
INFORMATION INCLUDED UNDER "ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY INSPECTOR", OR
PROVIDED AS AN ATTACHMENT WITH THE STANDARD FORM, IS NOT REQUIRED BY THE
COMMISSION AND MAY CONTAIN CONTRACTUAL TERMS BETWEEN THE INSPECTOR AND
YOU, AS THE CLIENT. THE COMMISSION DOES NOT REGULATE CONTRACTUAL TERMS
BETWEEN PARTIES. IF YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND THE EFFECT OF ANY CONTRACTUAL
TERM CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION OR ANY ATTACHMENTS, CONSULT AN ATTORNEY.
__________________________________________________________________________________

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE INSPECTOR
It is important to read the entire inspection report!
The inspection report is an important document promulgated by the Texas Real Estate
Commission to provide the home buyer with detailed information about the property for which
they have an intent to purchase.
About The Inspection
It is very important to understand, this property inspection attempts to reduce your risk, but will
not eliminate your risk. Although the inspector tries to be thorough, this limited report does not
represent all defects (large or small) and unsafe conditions (minor or major) to have been discovered or
completely interpreted. This inspection will not find all the problems with the inspected property. Such
expectations are simply beyond the scope of this limited service. It is likely the inspector will not
recognize all repair needs. Guarantees, warranties or protection against errors and omissions are
not expressed or implied. The inspector (s) liability is limited to the report fee.
Home inspections are largely a “visual” inspection with some testing and measurements performed.
This is an “opinion” based service following the TREC Standards Of Practice (SOP) as they apply to
each inspected property. It is likely that two different inspectors will not agree on every inspected item
nor will they always see every issue. It is the reality of this opinion based, limited service.
Listed Items
Items marked as “deficient” in the report are considered as “In The Inspector’s Opinion” and those
opinions may consider issues such as, but not limited to: Non-Functioning, Aged / Useful Life Span,
Improper Installation. Incorrect Component Application, Deteriorated and/or Damaged.
“Grandfathered” Items
Components or Systems may be discovered in older homes which are required to be listed as
“Deficient” by the TREC SOP, because they may not meet current industry or safety related standards.
Many properties likely complied with the requirement standards () of the period for which they were
constructed, renovated and/or improved upon. The TREC SOP requires an inspector to list certain
items such as but not limited to: Ground Fault (GFCI), Arc Fault (AFCI), Anti-siphon devices, Smoke
and CO alarms, Safety Glass, etc…because they are considered as “Safety Related”. In many cases, a
system or component may be “Grandfathered In.” As a result, improvement of such may not be
mandated. It should be noted that bringing a property up to current “” is not a requirement for
selling the property.
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Scope Of Inspection
This is a Property Inspection which is being performed and prescribed as observed conditions by a
Professional Home Inspector, licensed by the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) I. D. #21965.
This Property Inspection is being performed using all the TREC standards and may include additional
information as a courtesy.
Seller’s Disclosure
This inspection does not verify or certify information provided by the Seller’s Disclosure. The Buyer
should determine if variations between the inspection report and Seller’s Disclosure exist and research
if necessary.
Inspection of Occupied Homes
Inspecting occupied homes may create restricted access to multiple items and areas of the home. This
inspection will include only those components and conditions that are present, visible, and
accessible at the time of the inspection. The TREC Standards of Practice (SOP) does not require
the inspector to climb over obstacles, move furnishings or stored items to access areas or components
for inspection. With restricted access, the inspector may be unable to visually observe areas, systems
and/or components, such as but not limited to; flooring, walls, plumbing, electrical, etc… Therefore, if
the client is aware of an ongoing issue and desires the inspector to examine in order to render an
opinion, it is the current home owner’s or occupant’s responsibility to move any and all item (s)
preventing full access, prior to the start of this inspection. Furthermore, it is the current home owner’s or
occupant’s responsibility to return any and all item (s) to their original or desired position. The
inspection report may address issues that are code based or may refer to a particular code;
however, this is not a code compliance inspection and does not verify compliance with
manufacturer’s installation instructions, approved use or specifications.
Inspection Departures & Additional Pertinent Information
Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Alarms
Smoke Alarms are not tested. Carbon Monoxide Alarms are not identified or tested. The inspector is
not qualified to assure alarm operation or the safety of occupants in an actual smoke related event. A
fire safety expert is best qualified to inspect and verify system performance to the newest technology
and standards. In addition, many homes have the Smoke / CO alarms connected to an security system
which automatically summons the fire department. ADVISORY NOTE: Smoke and CO Alarms are
recommended to be replaced every Ten (10) Years.
Garage Door Openers
These are typically fitted with a force reactive auto reverse function. When moving downward, if the
door contacts an object prior to stopping on the floor the opener should reverse direction. Door opener
manufacturers have varying procedures to verify this function. The garage door force activated auto
reverse mode may not be tested if it is determined by MIS that possible damage to the door and/or
items stored below the door may occur should the auto reverse feature fail.
Heating & Air Conditioning
Modern furnaces and air conditioners are typically more complex than older units. Visual inspection of
some components such as but not limited to: heat exchangers, blowers and evaporator coils, may
require some disassembly and/or drilling of holes into the unit to perform a visual inspection. MIS does
not perform inspections of these components as part of the regular home inspection. Discovered
concerns will be noted and MIS will Advise an HVAC Industry Professional perform additional
inspections and evaluations.
Water Heater Pressure Relief Valve
The Pressure Relief Valve (PRV) on a water heater is NOT OPERATED by MIS. In the inspector’s opinion,
manually opening a PRV does not verify temperature or pressure related functions of the valve. Manually opening
this valve poses an unnecessary risk for the current property owner should the valve fail to re-seat. A licensed
plumber can operate the valve and determine if additional actions are needed.
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Smart Devices & Controls
MIS does not inspect “Smart Devices”, such as but not limited to: Lighting Controls. Thermostats, appliance
controls, Alarms Systems, Irrigation Controls, etc… Most Smart devices require user names, passcodes, Wi-Fi
connections, etc. to operate. Inspecting the functionality of these devices is beyond the scope of this inspection.
In addition, the inspector cannot determine which devices will remain or be removed by the current seller when
there is a change of occupancy. Refer to seller’s disclosure or contact seller for additional information.

Roof Covering Inspection and Additional Information
Roofing Inspection Viewpoint: Roof covering inspection viewpoints are determined by any of the
following; height of roof, pitch angle, conditions at time of inspection, condition of roof materials, type of
roof covering, etc. The roof may not be walked upon by the inspector if any of the above conditions
exist and in the inspector’s opinion, the roof cannot be safely walked on by this inspector.
Roof Covering Insurability: The Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) does not require the
inspector to determine roof insurability. The criteria used for insurance underwriting is different than a
home inspection. Assure your property casualty insurance company approves the roof prior to closing.
Roof Insurability Awareness: Many Home Insurance providers may offer Actual Cash Value (ACV)
instead of Replacement Cash Value (RCV) policies. If your policy claims are calculated on an ACV,
your insurance company may pay a depreciated value less the deductible. This may result in a
significant expense to the insured party should your roof become hail / storm damaged. In addition,
many insurance providers may include specific policy limitations which can exclude their opinion of
damage to cosmetic items (dented gutters for example). Lastly, know that some companies may cancel
coverage if they think your roof is over a certain age. This home inspection does not determine the age
of the roof or its insurability. You should have your insurance company approve the roof to their
underwriting standards and be aware of the policy language. We highly advise you research your policy
and recognize the risks.
Changes in Property Conditions
Property conditions change with time and use. For example, mechanical devices can fail at any time,
plumbing gaskets and seals may crack if the appliance or plumbing fixture is not used often, roof leaks
can occur at any time regardless of the apparent condition of the roof, and the performance of the
structure and the systems may change due to changes in use or occupancy, effects of weather, etc.
These changes or repairs made to the structure after the inspection may render information contained
herein obsolete or invalid. This report is provided for the specific benefit of the client named above and
is based on observations at the time of the inspection.
Inspection Agreement
If you have not received an Inspection Agreement in advance, please go to
http://www.mckinneyinspectionservices.com/ to read and approve the Retail Home Sale - Property
Inspection Agreement. The service agreement is required prior to starting the on-site inspection. The
service agreement contains important limitations and terms. Please read and accept the inspection
agreement prior to relying on the inspection service. Reliance on the report is acknowledgment and
agreement by all interested parties, to the terms of the service agreement. If there is disagreement with
the service agreement terms, call us to discuss your concerns. If you cannot access the inspection
agreement on the internet call our office at 214-548-2352 to obtain a copy. Unless directed by client,
MIS Does not share report findings or customer contact information with any other entity.
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Inspection Items and Option Periods
Items listed in this report as “Deficient” are considered as “In the inspector’s opinion, may require
Repair, Replacement or Improvement.” MIS does not promise or guarantee the seller will repair,
replace or otherwise improve the items listed in the report. Pursuit of seller involvement is solely the
responsibility of the home buyer. The buyer should review and discuss with their realtor any items of
concern listed in this report prior to the option period ending. Timing of this contracted inspection
and subsequent requests to the seller are solely the responsibility of the buyer.
The information in this report may not be provided to, used by or relied upon by an insurance company
or residential service contract provider. As a service to our client, MCS Inc. / McKinney Inspection
Services is willing to assist in meeting their needs when the underwriting requirements and terms are
defined and agreed to by all parties.

READING AND UNDERSTANDING THE REPORT
I

NI

NP

D

KEY TO OBSERVATION CHECKBOXES

   

I = Inspected items: Readily accessible items were visually inspected for conditions that, in the inspector’s
opinion, adversely and materially affect the performance of the item at the time of inspection. As this is a
Performance Inspection, cosmetic items or conditions will be listed in each section. Unless stated: The
inspector does not move items to gain access or disassemble components; items such as receptacles,
faucets, windows, etc… are inspected only if they are accessible without moving items. “Inspected” does
not mean undiscovered defects do not exist.

   

NI = Not Inspected Items: The item was present but not inspected. Any area listed as obstructed or
inaccessible was not inspected. Items such as but not limited to: refrigerator, laundry appliances and/or
owner installed items, are not usually inspected unless owner specifies and discloses any issue to the
inspector prior to the start of this inspection.

   
   

NP = Not Present: The item was not present or not discovered by the inspector.
D = Deficient: See “inspected” above. A discovered or recognized condition exists that, in the inspector’s
opinion, may adversely and materially affect the performance of the item inspected. The item may need
repaired, improved or replaced, or the item may need to be monitored over time or further investigated.
When a deficiency is reported, the entire system should be evaluated by a service professional related to
that field. When the “D” box is checked, a detailed explanation will be listed.

The Texas Real Estate Commission reminds that when a deficiency is reported, it is the client’s
responsibility to obtain further evaluations and/or cost estimates from qualified service professionals.
Any such follow-up should take place prior to the expiration of any time limitations such as option
periods. Evaluations by qualified tradesmen may lead to the discovery of additional deficiencies which
may involve additional repair costs. The service professional evaluation of the system should be
comprehensive.
General Summary Of The Inspection: The property in this report includes a home which appears well built, using
the construction techniques and materials acceptable during the time frame for which the home was originally
built; Major items of concern were not discovered during the inspection. Orientation reference: for reporting
purposes the building faces north. Occupancy conditions: the home was occupied; areas with limited visibility
include closets, garages, storage rooms, window treatments, floor rugs, furnished areas, upholstered walls and
cabinets; walk the home when it is vacant and before closing; look for areas of concern that may not have been
recognized or visible on prior visits; please call if you have a questions. Attendance: the inspector and, ; Tony
Herres of Rodeo Pest Control, Double A Pool Inspections; the buyer was not present; the occupant was present
at the end of inspection. Outdoor temperature: about 90 to 100 degrees. Sky: clear. Precipitation: rain did not
occur during the inspection. Wind conditions: generally calm.
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STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

NP D

   

A. Foundations
Comments: Type of foundation (s): primary foundation concrete slab. Foundation and
geology disclosure: ADVISORY COMMENT: Texas Real Estate Commission Seller’s
Disclosure form OP-H, line 3, (8-7-2018) requires the applicable Seller’s to disclose and
describe known defects or malfunctions of the foundation system or other structural
components. Per line 4, the applicable Seller is required to disclose awareness of
landfills, soil settling or movements, fault lines in addition to all previous structural repairs.
The Buyer should ask for copies of all prior inspection reports, engineering reports and
repair or warranty documentation if applicable. Refer to “Key to Observation
Checkboxes”.
Foundation observations: Inspected
-

Evidence of concerning foundation related movement was not discovered. It is the
inspectors opinion is that the foundation is performing.

-

The above foundation opinion was determined by using visual observations and a
laser to measure for slope and variations on the interior of the home. Evidence of
concerning foundation related movement was not discovered.
This inspection cannot determine the future stability of a foundation. Foundation
movements are common in North Texas due to the nature of expansive soils. A
foundation is likely to have some future movement with or without prior movement
and/or prior repair. Therefore, as time passes, some movements may occur. These
movements could be indicated by conditions such as cracks or sticking doors. If you
notice large cracks or unusual movements consult a structural engineer.

-

I

NI

To keep movements within tolerable limits, a foundation drip irrigation system is
recommended and a foliage control program should be maintained. The word
“tolerable” is subjective. It is important to maintain good drainage around the home
while keeping the soils consistently moist. Inspect the home perimeter after significant
or prolonged rains and adjust drainage if needed

NP D

   

Retaining Walls
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”
Type of wall (s): Non-Foundation Related. Stacked stone.
Retaining Walls: Inspected
-

ADVISORY NOTE: Retaining walls typically require regular maintenance, repair or
improvement. Retaining wall stability usually depend on proper drainage of the soils.
Monitor over time. are common in North Texas. Maintenance and repairs for this type
of wall is usually the responsibility of the home owner whose property is supported by
such wall. The retaining wall seen appears to support the property for this home.
Verify responsibility with seller. RETAINING WALL OK: A retaining wall was seen.
The wall does not appear to be foundation related. The wall appears to be
performing. Monitor over time. There is a small image below and a larger image at
the end of the report.
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Non-foundation retaining walls are common in North Texas. Maintenance and repairs
for this type of wall is usually the responsibility of the home owner whose property is
supported by such wall. The retaining wall seen appears to support the property for
this home. Verify responsibility with seller.

NP D

   

B. Grading and Drainage
Comments: Appearance of ground around the building: dry. Refer to “Key to Observation
Checkboxes”.
Grading and Drainage: Inspected
-

Obvious or ongoing drainage problems were not observed around the perimeter of
the home. Monitor site drainage condition over time, especially during rainy weather,
and have correction or improvements made on an “if needed” basis.

Gutters: Not Inspected

I

NI

-

Gutters and Roof were inspected from ground level only due to height.

-

Downspout (s) are installed into convoluted tubing and enter the ground. These
typically are routed to emitters in the yard. The emitter (s) were not discovered which
implies they may be soil covered. Recommend all emitters be located and cleared to
assure proper gutter drainage.

-

Downspout (s) terminate into the ground. The termination or condition of the
underground pipe is undetermined.

NP D

   

C. Roof Covering Materials
Comments: Types of Roof Covering: composition shingle. Roof observed: From ground
level. Roof inspection limitations: Steep roofs can be accessed by a roof contractor using
special safety precautions; Surfaces of the roof are beyond the reach of a 17-foot ladder
and is considered a tall roof (an eave height of about 12 feet). Refer to “Key to
Observation Checkboxes”
Roof Covering: Inspected
-

Roof appears to have been recently replaced. Exact age of roof unknown. Refer to
sellers disclosure. Evidence of obvious or ongoing problems were not discovered.
New roof systems should be inspected during a variety of weather conditions for
leaks or blown off shingles. It is common for new roof systems to require an
adjustment of materials or repair. The most common locations are roof penetrations,
converging discharge locations and flashing details.
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D. Roof Structures and Attics
Comments: Attic viewed from: Decked areas; By walking on framing in some areas;
Blown-in insulation conceals the joists in a manner which makes walking various areas of
the attic hazardous without disturbing the insulation coverage. Approximate average
depth of insulation: about 6 to 8 inches; insulation depth is variable, some areas have
more and some have less. Attic ventilation openings: Convection turbine; Eave vents.
Primary attic framing observed: Conventional framing. Refer to “Key to Observation
Checkboxes”.
Attic Ventilation: Inspected
-

The attic appears adequately ventilated. Note: The exact ventilation ratio is not
determined.

Attic Structure: Inspected
-

The attic structure appears to have been done in a manner which is consistent with
common techniques used in modern construction. Significant items of concern were
not discovered. Note:, only accessible areas of the attic were inspected.

-

The attic roof decking and structure has been sprayed with silver radiant paint. The
effectiveness of this product is questionable and the application is not inspected.

Attic Insulation: Inspected
Attic Insulation: Comments follow
-

The attic insulation appears to be performing. The condition of attic insulation within
areas of the attic which is inaccessible is undetermined.

-

Insulation has been compressed by stored items. This reduces insulation efficiency to
some extent. Re-lofting the insulation (not easy) or more insulation will resolve this.
The need for repair is subjective.

-

Insulation is thin compared to modern standards.

Attic Access Ladder: Inspected

I

NI

-

Three attic access ladders were seen in this home. One is located in the second floor
- southwestern hallway, #2 is located in the master bathroom closet, #3 is in the
garage.

-

An attic access ladder located within the interior of the home does not appear to be
an insulated unit. Attic stairs which are insulated and have a perimeter weather-strip
seal can help prevent unwanted air movement between the interior and the attic
which may result in greater energy efficiency. Improve as desired. This was seen at:
Both interior units.

NP D

   

E. Walls (Interior & Exterior)
Comments: Primary exterior siding materials: Brick / Stone veneer; Wood or wood like
siding materials. Exterior visibility obstructed by: dense foliage; this was seen at selfevident areas. Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Interior Walls: Inspected
-

The home was occupied on the date of this inspection. Only visible areas of interior
walls were inspected. Advise walking the home when vacant and visually inspect for
hidden damage and or defects.

-

Significant defects of the visible interior walls were not seen at the time of this
inspection.
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Wall paneling in the first floor office appears to have minor degradation in a few spots
under the windows. This may imply a water penetration history. Staining was not
seen and these few areas may have been there from the original installation. This is
an advisory statement as the associated exterior wall has heavy foliage growing close
and may not allow the area to dry out as well as having sprinkler heads within the
foliage. Monitor over time.

Exterior Walls: Inspected
Exterior Walls: Comments follow
-

Significant defects of the exterior walls were not seen at the time of this inspection.

-

Mortar line cracks were seen in various locations of the brick and stone. These all
appear to be typical shrinkage cracks. I do not perceive these to be movement
related. There is a small image below and a larger image at the end of the report.

-

Tree limbs overhang the roof. This was seen at: The northwestern corner.

-

Minor frieze board separation was seen at: the southwestern and southeastern
corners.

-

The exterior has foliage touching it. Trim as needed. This was seen at: The
northeastern landscaping.

-

Ideally, siding materials should have about 2 inches of clearance from adjacent roof
materials. The separation is beneficial because it reduces the risk of siding decay
over a long period of time. This is a common construction error and repair priorities
are subjective. This was seen at: All the upper siding of the home. There is a small
image below and a larger image at the end of the report.

-

Soil is touching exterior siding. This is conducive to decay and termites. Investigate
as needed. Avoid causing a drainage problem if soils are lowered. This was seen at:
The front center gardens areas. There is a small image below and a larger image at
the end of the report.
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-

A small area of mortar is missing or eroded. Advise repair. This was seen at: The
second floor - northern center bedroom window sill. This may allow wind driven rain
to enter the space. There is a small image below and a larger image at the end of the
report.

-

Appears to be mortar repair history was seen at, but not limited to: The northern
center of the home - on the inside corners - both sides of the dining room wall, the
southeastern outside corners of the brick on the bedroom extension.

-

Exterior wooden fencing is in various states of condition. Some fencing appears to
sag while other areas may need improvement. Investigate and repair as desired.

Exterior Concrete: Inspected
-

Small cracks were seen in the exterior concrete and/or garage floor. These appear to
be typical shrinkage cracks. Significant defects in the exterior concrete were not seen
at the time of this inspection.

Exterior Plants and Trees: Comments follow

I

NI

-

Over time, the roots of nearby trees and/or shrubbery may negatively impact the
building, foundation or sewer performance. Maintain landscaping as needed. If a
large tree is to be removed consider having a professional engineer render an opinion
beforehand. This was seen at: several areas around the exterior.

-

Maintaining foliage by keeping foliage be trimmed away from the home exterior will
reduce deterioration and insect activity.

-

Tree limbs extend over the roof. Some property casualty insurance companies might
express a concern. Maintain the landscaping as needed.

NP D

   

F. Ceilings and Floors
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Ceilings: Inspected
Ceilings: Comments follow
-

Visual defects of the ceilings in the home were not discovered at the time of this
inspection.

-

Stains on a garage ceiling imply a water leak history. This was seen at: The
southeastern area of the garage. Does not appear to be on-going. Note; There is a
bathroom located above this area. Monitor over time. There is a small image below
and a larger image at the end of the report.

Floors: Inspected
-

Some creaking or squeaking floors were heard upstairs. This is common in wood
framing and repair needs are usually a matter of personal choice. This was seen at:
Several areas.
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G. Doors (Interior & Exterior)
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Interior Doors: Comments follow
-

An interior door does not latch properly. This was seen at: The first floor office - closet
door.

-

A door stop is missing. While this is a minor issue, missing door stops may allow
damage to door or wall to occur. This was seen at: The second floor - northeastern
bathroom to northeastern bedroom.

-

The barn door from the master bedroom to the master bathroom does not appear to
have a lower guide. This is minor but may allow the door to swing outward or hit the
wall.

-

Doors self-close or open. This was seen at: The second floor - northwestern
bathroom entry door.

Exterior Doors: Comments follow
-

The door to the garage from the home would not meet modern safety standards for
self-closing features. Depending on the age of home, this may or may not have been
required.

-

Weather-strip is damaged, worn or does not appears to seal properly. Improve as
desired. This was seen at: The southwestern exterior door - bathroom to pool area,
the southeastern door - family room to patio.

-

An add on seal was seen on the southeastern patio door. The sill plate appear slightly
deteriorated. Anticipate improvement.

-

An exterior door rubs the frame when closing. This was seen at: The first floor southwestern bathroom.

Garage Door (s): Inspected
-

The garage door appears to operate at the time of this inspection.

-

(Information Only) The garage door (s) has a natural wood covering Wooden doors
are extremely heavy compared to aluminum doors and typically require periodic
maintenance to the springs and opener assemblies by a door professional The
exterior wood covering will need regular re-sealing/re-painting/re-staining to prevent
decay especially those with full sun exposure. Due to their weight, large wooden
doors typically sag in the center over time.

-

A metal panel is dented. The door remains operable. This was seen at: The larger
garage door - near the bottom / interior side. There is a small image below and a
larger image at the end of the report.
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H. Windows
Comments: Various windows were obstructed by: foliage; decorative items; furniture.
Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Windows: Comments follow
-

Several windows in the home appear to have the operable sash detached from one
or more of the retractors. This is causing poor operation of the movable sash. This
was seen at, but not limited to: Second floor - game room / far southeastern window,
game room - center window above window seat, first floor - breakfast nook area /
eastern wall-southern window, master bedroom - 2 windows There is a small image
below and a larger image at the end of the report.

-

Recommend a window repair specialist evaluate all windows and make
recommendations for repair.

-

The home was occupied on the date of this inspection. Only accessible windows
were inspected. Advise walking the home when vacant, then operate and visually
inspect all windows prior to occupancy. This was seen at: Several windows in the
home. There is a small image below and a larger image at the end of the report.

-

Loose and/or cracked interior window sill paint at a window implies a history of
condensation and/or minor water penetration. Monitor during heavy rain. This was
seen at: serval windows in the home such as, but not limited to: Second floor northeastern and nonwestern bedroom windows, first floor - western central bedroom/
northwestern window, etc. The condition of inaccessible windows is unknown. There
is a small image below and a larger image at the end of the report.
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-

Window Fall Protection Not Seen. Windows that are located less than 24 inches from
the finished floor or seated area and greater than 72 inches from the finished exterior
grade, should have fall protection installed. These are usually identified by spring
loaded pop-out levers that prevent the window from being fully opened without
manually retracting them. This was seen at: The second floor game room - above the
window seat. There is a small image below and a larger image at the end of the
report.

-

An opening window sash binds or sticks when operated. Windows should operate
smoothly and with minimum effort especially in bedrooms as this provides a
secondary escape route during an emergency. This was seen at: Several windows in
the home.

-

Window screen (s) are damaged or loosely secured. A repair is needed. This was
seen at: The second floor - game room / second from south.

NP D

   

I. Stairways (Interior & Exterior)
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”
Stairs: Inspected

I

NI

NP D

   

J. Fireplaces and Chimneys
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Fireplace: Comments follow
-

The home has 2 gas log fireplaces. Both are concealed units. The southwestern
family room fireplace operated using the wall switch.

The great room fireplace failed to light using the wall switch. A pilot light appeared
operable. A fireplace specialist is recommended to make repairs.
I

NI

NP D

   

K. Porches, Balconies, Decks and Carports
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”
Porch: Inspected
-

I

NI

Porch materials are placed close to or touch the bottom of the brick. This implies the
porch level is relatively close to the interior floor height. Problems were not seen.
Avoid aggressive water spraying of the porch.

NP D

   

L. Other Structural
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”
Other Structural: Inspected
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II. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
I

NI

NP D

   

A. Service Entrance and Panels
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”
Service Entry: Inspected
-

The electrical service entry is buried. This is common of modern construction. The
portions of this service entry which are visible above ground appear to be performing.
All buried electrical components are not inspected and their condition is unknown.

Service Panel: Inspected

I

NI

-

This home has arc-fault circuit interrupter (s). The AFCI breakers tripped when using
the test button. The inspection does not test, trace or compare arc fault devices to
prescriptive standards.

-

Older homes usually will not meet modern grounding and bonding standards. Unless
stated this inspection does not inspect all aspects of the bonding and grounding
system. This is best performed by a licensed electrician. Any comment about bonding
and grounding in this report.

NP D

   

B. Branch Circuits, Connected Devices and Fixtures
Comments: Type of wiring: non-metallic sheathing (Romex like). Refer to “Key to
Observation Checkboxes”.
Outlets or Receptacles: Inspected
-

The home was occupied on the date of this inspection. Only readily accessible
electrical outlets were inspected. Advise walking the home when vacant and checking
all electrical outlets prior to occupancy.

GFCI (ground fault circuit interrupt): Inspected
-

Accessible GFCI outlets appeared to function and re-set at the time of this inspection.

Fixtures: Inspected
Switches: Comments follow
-

A light switch does not appear to function as it feels stuck. This was seen at: The
kitchen - northwestern corner, near the hallway. There is a small image below and a
larger image at the end of the report.

-

A switch had an undetermined applications. This was seen at: The second floor
northeastern bedroom - area above entry. There is a small image below and a larger
image at the end of the report.
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Door Bell: Inspected
-

Doorbells are not typically a significant part of a home however the Texas Real Estate
Commission (TREC) requires comment on them. The doorbell was operable on the
date of this inspection.

-

The standard doorbell appears to have been replaced with a camera type system
which may be connected to a security or video system. This type of doorbell is NOT
INSPECTED. Refer to manufacturer or installer to verify proper operation.

Smoke Alarm or Carbon Monoxide Alarms: Not Inspected
-

Smoke or carbon monoxide alarms are not tested and any comment is partial.
The inspector is not qualified to assure alarm operation or the safety of occupants in
an actual smoke related event. A fire safety expert is best qualified to inspect and
verify system performance to the newest technology and standards. Typically, backup batteries should be changed regularly. Industry Recommendations usually
suggest smoke alarm replacement every ten years. Pushing the alarm test button
may not confirm the alarm will activate in the presence of smoke or carbon monoxide.

Smoke Alarms: Comments follow
-

I

NI

A smoke alarm is poorly secured. This was seen at areas such as: The second floor northwestern hallway.

NP D

   

C. Other Electrical
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Other Electrical: Comments follow
-

Electrical junction boxes are missing covers. This is a safety concern. This was seen
at: The kitchen - under the cooktop / behind the upper drawer. There is a small image
below and a larger image at the end of the report.

-

Grounding and Bonding: Verification of electrical bonding and grounding for every
system and/or component in the home is beyond the scope of this inspection and is
not performed by MIS. Overall bonding and grounding requirements vary depending
on, but not limited to; age of the home, local building requirements, manufacturer
specifications and installation methods used. Any comments about such are partial in
context. A licensed electrician can provide a detailed analysis to address concerns
about the bonding and grounding in place.

-

Smart Electronics: MIS does not inspect “Smart Devices”, such as but not limited to:
Lighting Controls. Thermostats, appliance controls, Alarms Systems, Irrigation
Controls, etc… Most Smart devices require user names, passcodes, Wi-Fi
connections, etc. to operate. Inspecting the functionality of these devices is beyond
the scope of this inspection. In addition, the inspector cannot determine which
devices will remain or be removed by the current seller when there is a change of
occupancy. Contact seller for additional information.
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HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

NP D

   

A. Heating Equipment
Comments: Type of systems: Forced air. Heating energy sources: Natural gas. Number of
zones of systems: three zones. Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Heating Equipment: Inspected

I

NI

-

The home is equipped with 3 gas furnaces. Two of the three units are located in the
upper attic, accessed via a pull down stairs in the southwestern hallway. The second
furnace is accessed via the pull down stairs located in the master bathroom closet.

-

All 3 furnaces appear original and about 17 years old. All three function on the date of
this inspection.

-

The heating system appears to operate at the time of this inspection. Obvious or
significant issues were not discovered. The average temperature differential between
the discharge air and return air was about 50 Degrees F.

-

The exterior temperatures on the day of this inspection were high. How a heating
system performs when the exterior temperatures are cold is unknown. A system
service may be required if heating system performance is not satisfactory.

NP D

   

B. Cooling Equipment
Comments: Type of Systems: Central air conditioning. Refer to “Key to Observation
Checkboxes”.
Cooling Equipment: Inspected
Cooling Equipment: Comments follow
-

This home has 3 heating and air conditioning units. Two of the three exterior
condensing units are located on the western side of the home. One unit is located on
the eastern side of the home.

-

Several deficiencies are listed below. Recommend an HVAC Technician perform a
complete system service and evaluation.

-

All three exterior condensing units are about 17 years old. The units all functioned on
the date of this inspection.

-

The Air Conditioning system appears to operate at the time of this inspection. The
average temperature differential between the discharge air and return air was about
15 Degrees F.

-

A label on the air conditioning systems implies the system requires the use R22
refrigerant. As of 2020, the EPA has phased out R22 (Freon). For more information
refer to the EPA web site.

-

ADVISORY COMMENT: Repair difficulties may be encountered with Air conditioning
systems using R22 refrigerant. Parts and refrigerant may be difficult to locate which
will likely increase repair costs. Anticipate significant costs to repair or possibly
replace this system with modern equipment.
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-

Rust and/or corrosion was seen the auxiliary condensate pan. This may indicate a
poorly performing cooling system. Typically this seen in older units with minimal
service life remaining. Advise an HVAC technician investigate and repair as needed.
This was seen at: Both units in the upper attic. There is a small image below and a
larger image at the end of the report.

-

The system components appear aged and may have limited remaining life. Anticipate
replacement in the near future. This was seen at: all three A/C Units.

-

One air conditioning evaporator coil appears to have been replaced and is about 8
years old. This was seen at: the upper attic - eastern furnace.

-

The condensate drain line is missing insulation. The insulation prevents condensation
from dripping. This was seen at: all 3 systems. There is a small image below and a
larger image at the end of the report.

-

Cooling system refrigerant lines have deteriorated insulation which is typical with the
age of these units. This was seen at: All 3 cooling systems. There is a small image
below and a larger image at the end of the report.

-

Control wiring appears to have deteriorated wiring jacket This was seen at: The
condensing unit on the southwestern area of the exterior. Improvement is
recommended. There is a small image below and a larger image at the end of the
report.

-

The condenser coils are dirty and need to be cleaned. This was seen at: The
southwestern unit.
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C. Duct Systems, Chases and Vents
Comments: Duct interiors and the areas behind registers are not inspected. Air flow or
balance is not determined. Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Air Filter: Inspected
-

The HVAC filters appear clean at the time of this inspection. [Seen at]

-

Both filters in the upper attic are (20x25x4). The furnace above the master bedroom
closet is (16x24x1) A four inch space is provided should you choose to use it.

-

Advisory Comment: HVAC filter (s) should be inspected on a regular basis. Periodic
replacement of the filter (s) depends on system use and filter type. Refer to system
manual for additional information.

Ducts and Vents: Comments follow
-

Loose sealing tape was seen on the plenum of a furnace in the upper attic - eastern
unit. There is a small image below and a larger image at the end of the report.

-

Rust was seen on a register. Appears minor. This was seen at: The second floor northeastern bathroom. There is a small image below and a larger image at the end
of the report.

Thermostat (s): Inspected
-

I

NI

A thermostat has been installed which appears to be a Wi-Fi or Bluetooth controlled
unit. Typically this type of thermostat is connected to the internet and can be
controlled by an app using a smart phone and/or computer. This inspection does not
verify any functions beyond the basic operation using normal, manual inputs at the
unit itself. Advise contacting the manufacturer or installer for additional information
and functionality.

NP D

   

D. Other HVAC
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”
Other HVAC: Inspected
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PLUMBING SYSTEMS
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A. Plumbing Supply, Distribution Systems and Fixtures
Comments: Location of water meter: the water meter appears to be located at the front.
Location of main water supply or shut-off valve: the main water supply shutoff valve was
not discovered; Advise locating the main water shut off valve and verifying operation.
Type of water supply piping material: The home appears to have a combination of supply
piping types. This is typical of homes that have undergone renovations, improvements
and/or periodic repairs. Only visible supply piping can be identified. The type and
condition of concealed and/or buried supply pipe is undetermined. Refer to “Key to
Observation Checkboxes”.
Water Meter: Inspected
-

After a short period of observation the water meter gauge did not indicate evidence of
an obvious water leak.

Water Pressure: Inspected
-

Water pressure was between 40 and 80 PSI at an exterior hose bib and is considered
acceptable. Water pressure can vary depending on the water supplier.

Sink Faucet: Comments follow
-

The fixture is loosely secured. This was seen at: The second floor - northeastern
bathroom.

-

Water flow from a faucet appears poor. Advise a plumber inspect and repair as
necessary. This was seen at: The master bathroom - both sink faucets.

Tub / Shower Fixture: Comments follow
-

The shower arm which holds the shower head, can be moved in a manner which may
indicate the plumbing fitting within the wall is loosely secured. This was seen at: The
second floor - northwestern bathroom., Master bathroom - southern shower arm.

Sink (s): Comments follow
-

Prior leakage occurred under a sink. Ongoing problems were not seen. Monitor this
condition over time and make corrective action or repairs on an if needed basis. This
was seen at areas such as: nearly every sink in the home.

-

A sink drain uses corrugated flexible pipe. The corrugated pipe is conducive to fouling
and clogging. It is common but improper. This was seen at: most every sink in the
home. There is a small image below and a larger image at the end of the report.

-

The drain stop operates poorly. This was seen at: The master bathroom - northern
sink.

-

A drain stop will not stay closed. This is minor. This was seen at: The second floor northeastern bathroom.

Toilet (s): Inspected
-

All toilets appear to flush and shut-off at time of inspection.
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Shower (s): Inspected
-

ADVISORY COMMENT: Shower pans and enclosures are not inspected for liner
presence, condition or water leak resistance. Showers are not leak tested. Licensed
Plumbers can perform a leak test if desired.

-

All showers appear to have adequate flow and drainage at the time of inspection.
Significant or obvious issues were not seen.

-

MIS does not flood test shower pans. A licensed plumber is best qualified to perform
this type of test.

Bathtub (s): Inspected
-

Significant repair needs were not recognized or observed.

Exterior hose faucets (attached): Inspected
Utility or Laundry Room: Inspected
I

NI

Laundry water supply lines, drains and appliances are not inspected.

NP D

   

B. Drains, Wastes and Vents
Comments: Type of drain piping material: Some or all of the sewer pipe appears to be
PVC pipe. Only visible drain piping can be identified. The type and condition of concealed
and/or buried drain pipe is undetermined. Location of primary drain clean out: The primary
drain clean out was not discovered. It may be buried by landscaping. Advise locating.
Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Drains and Venting: Inspected
-

I

NI

Significant or obvious drainage problems were not observed after running water in
fixtures. Concealed or buried plumbing was not inspected.

NP D

   

C. Water Heating Equipment
Comments: Water heater energy sources: gas. Water heater approximate capacity: Two
50 gallon vessels. Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Water Heater: Inspected
-

The home is equipped with 2 water heaters. Both are located in a second floor closet
- at the end of the northwestern hallway.

-

Both water heaters appear young - about a year old. Refer to seller’s disclosure.

-

PRV NOT OPENED
The Pressure Relief Valve (PRV) on a water heater (s) is NOT OPERATED by MIS.
In the opinion of MIS that manually opening a PRV does not verify temperature or
pressure related functions of the valve. Furthermore, manually opening this valve
poses an unnecessary risk for the current property owner should the valve fail to reseat. A licensed plumber can operate the valve and determine if additional actions
are needed.

-

Water Heater Recirculation Pump: Not Inspected

-

Inspecting the water heating recirculation pump is beyond the scope of inspection. As
a courtesy the system appears operable. A plumber is best qualified to evaluate the
system. This was seen at: The second floor - northwestern closet, next to the water
heaters.
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D. Hydro-Massage Therapy (HMT) Equipment
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Whirlpool or Jetted Bathtub: Not Present

I

NI

NP D

   

E. Gas Distribution Systems and Gas Appliances
Comments: Location of gas meter: the gas meter is located at the northeastern side. Type
of Gas Distribution Piping Material: The primary gas supply line appears to be metal or
iron pipe. Only visible gas supply piping can be identified. The type and condition of
concealed and/or buried gas supply pipe is undetermined.
Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”
Gas distribution: Inspected
Gas distribution: Comments follow

I

NI

-

Advisory Comment: Gas supply pipe electrical bonding requirements vary with the
age of home local authority requirements. Gas supply pipe electrical bonding is not
verified by this inspection. Any comments are subjective.

-

A gas supply line bonding wire and clamp were not seen. These are typically seen at
or near the gas meter. Gas supply pipe electrical bonding varies with the city of
construction.

-

A Drip Leg or Sediment Trap for a gas supply line was not seen. This was seen at: all
three gas furnaces in the attic spaces. There is a small image below and a larger
image at the end of the report.

NP D

   

F. Other Plumbing
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”
Other Plumbing: Inspected
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APPLIANCES
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A. Dishwashers
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Dishwasher: Inspected
-

I

NI

Dishwasher operated using the shortest wash cycle available on the unit. The unit
appears to function with leaks undiscovered. MIS cannot verify wash/rinse/drying
quality of any dishwasher.

NP D

   

B. Food Waste Disposers
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Food Waste Disposer: Inspected
-

I

NI

The disposal appears to function. Capabilities are undetermined.

NP D

   

C. Range Hood and Exhaust Systems
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Kitchen Fan: Inspected
-

I

NI

The range exhaust fan functions and appears to vent to the exterior. Air flow volume
is undetermined.

NP D

   

D. Ranges, Cooktops and Ovens
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Range or Cooktop: Inspected
-

The counter mounted cook top burners were operable. Thermostatic features were
not inspected.

Oven: Comments follow
-

I

NI

Both upper and lower ovens did not reach the set 350 Degree mark. Both were about
320. This does not meet the acceptable standard of +/- 25 degrees. This may be
corrected by a calibration adjustment.

NP D

   

E. Microwave Ovens
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Microwave: Inspected
-

The microwave appears to function at the time of this inspection. Inspecting the unit
for radiation leakage and/or browning element operation is beyond the scope of this
inspection.
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F. Mechanical Exhaust Vents and Bathroom Heaters
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Exhaust Fan: Comments follow
-

All other exhaust/ventilation fans in bathrooms appear to function at time of this
inspection.

-

An exhaust fan grille is loosely secured. This was seen at: the laundry room.

-

Ventilation fan (s) improperly terminate into the attic rather than to an outside area.
This is common and was permitted in the past. This was seen at: The master
bathroom.

-

Unable to determine if the ventilation fan (s) terminate to the exterior due to insulation
or obstructions. This was seen at: All other bath vent fans.

-

A bathroom exhaust fan is noisy when operated. It appears to be an internal problem
with the fan. Replacement is Advised. This was seen at: The laundry room.

Bathroom Heater: Not Present
I

NI

NP D

   

G. Garage Door Operators
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Door Operator: Inspected
Door Operator: Comments follow

I

NI

-

The garage door operator (s) appear to function. Pressure activated auto-reverse
typically requires adjustment.

-

Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) Advises the locking device be disabled or
removed when an automatic opener is installed. This was seen at: both garage doors.

NP D

   

H. Dryer Exhaust Systems
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Dryer Vent: Not Inspected
-

I

NI

A dryer was attached to the vent which is typical in occupied homes. The condition of
the vent is undetermined. Advise inspection and cleaning of dryer vent pipes on
change of occupancy.

NP D

   

I. Other Built In Appliances
Comments: Most “Other built in appliances" are beyond the scope of this inspection. Any
comment is supplemental. Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Other Built In Appliances: Inspected
-

Outdoor cooking appliances are not typically inspected. Any comment is
supplemental and partial.

-

The grill appears to function.

-

Beverage Coolers are beyond the scope of inspection. The following was observed
and is noted as a courtesy and is subject to verification. This was seen at: the outdoor
kitchen - appears to function.

-

A Beverage Coolers was seen and the unit appears to function at the time of this
inspection. Age of unit and cooling capacity is undetermined.
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VI. OPTIONAL SYSTEMS
I

NI

NP D

   

A. Landscape Irrigation (Sprinkler) Systems
Comments: Irrigation Systems are inspected for basic operation only. The following is not
inspected: rain or freeze sensors, programmable or wireless controls, buried or drip
irrigation systems, foundation maintenance systems. Any comment is supplemental. The
Texas Real Estate Commission reminds that when a deficiency is reported, it is the
client’s responsibility to obtain further evaluations and/or cost estimates from qualified
service professionals. Any such follow-up should take place prior to the expiration of any
time limitations such as option periods. Evaluations by qualified tradesmen may lead to
the discovery of additional deficiencies which may involve additional repair costs. The
service professional evaluations of the system should be comprehensive.
Lawn Sprinkler: Inspected

I

NI

-

The irrigation controller is located in the far northwestern corner of the garage, next to
the primary electrical panels.

-

All stations appeared to operate normally on the date of this inspection.

-

Advisory Note: Station #7 appears to have been connected to the pool fill valve. This
is not uncommon but is an incorrect connection

NP D

   

B. Swimming Pools, Spas, Hot Tubs and Equipment
Comments: Not Inspected by MIS. Type of Construction is undetermined.
Swimming Pools, Spas, Hot Tubs and Equipment: Not Inspected
-

A swimming pool was seen on the property. The pool and all associated equipment
and safety related items were not inspected by MIS. Double A Pool Inspection
performed a detailed inspection and will submit a separate report.

Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
I

NI

NP D

   

C. Outbuilding
Comments: Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Outbuilding: Not Present

I

NI

NP D

   

D. Private Water Well (A coliform analysis is Advised.)
Comments: Water Wells are Not Inspected by MIS
Type of pump: Undetermined or unknown.
Type of Storage Equipment: Undetermined or unknown.
If present, Advise investigation by specialist
Private Water Well: Not Present
Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.

I

NI

NP D

   

E. Private Sewage Disposal Systems
Comments: Private Sewage Disposal Systems: Not Present
Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
Refer to “Key to Observation Checkboxes”.
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End of Inspection Form. The following is addenda.
Retail Home Sale Inspection Agreement
Retail Home Sale Inspection Agreement
Definitions
MIS means McKinney Inspection Services (A division of McKinney Consulting Services LLC) and/or any TREC licensed
inspector performing the inspection and/or employee or subcontractor of the aforementioned. TREC means Texas Real Estate
Commission. Client means person (s) named above and everyone related to this specific real estate transaction as a
purchaser or investor associated party.
Scope of Inspection
It is important to understand this contracted home inspection attempts to reduce your risk, but will not eliminate your risk.
Although the inspector tries to be thorough, this limited report does not represent all defects (large or small) and unsafe
conditions (minor or major) to have been discovered or completely interpreted. This inspection will not find all the problems
associated with this property. Such expectation is simply beyond the scope of this limited service. MIS uses the TREC
Standards of Practice as minimum standards for inspections.
It is possible the inspector will not recognize all repair needs. Guarantees, warranties or protection against errors and
omissions are not expressed or implied. The inspector (s) liability is limited to the report fee.
MIS reports visually discovered conditions that, in the opinion of the inspector, appear to be significant adverse performance
related defects. Some minor items may be reported as a courtesy. MIS will perform a limited visual inspection of the property
for the Client using the TREC Standards of Practice (SOP) as a guideline with the following departures.
Unless specified in the report, MIS:
A) Does not inspect or compare the property to building code or manufacturer specifications
B) Inspects only accessible items and components
C) Does not inspect: Smart controls, Smoke Detectors, Security Systems, Specialized Electronic Devices and Water Heater
PRVs
D) Cannot determine life spans and/or future failures of components or systems
E) May not inspect roof from the surface if roof is: too high, too steep or otherwise determined to be unsafe for the inspector to
walk.
These departures are due to the typical time limitations that are common in real estate inspections and to reduce cost of
service to the Client. MIS is available to discuss comprehensive inspection options and their associated costs. The TREC
Standards are available to review at the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) internet site. MIS reserves the right to revise
opinions as information changes and welcomes further relevant information. The inspection fee does not include the cost of
reviewing previous documentation about the property; any comment about such is limited.
The inspection is limited in time and scope:
1) Items are operated using only normal controls or modes if, in the opinion of the inspector, damage will not occur.
2) Occupied properties may limit or prevent access to areas and/or components of the property
3) The inspector does not move furniture, climb over obstacles, move or disassemble items and only accessible areas are
inspected.
4) Accompanied Inspections: Due to time constraints and safety concerns, MIS does not allow person (s) to accompany
(follow along) with the inspector through the inspection process. If requested, Inspector will meet with client (s) at the end of
inspection for approximately 30 minutes, to discuss any major findings.
Inspection Agreement and Report
The inspection report will be generated using the current TREC Promulgated Form, using all of the TREC Standards of
Practice as a minimum guideline.
Client agrees to sign, date and return this agreement prior to the commencement of the on-site inspection. Client agrees to
pay the inspection fee prior to report delivery. The report will be delivered via email within two working days and because
email can sometimes fail, Client agrees to contact MIS if the report has not been received in the time specified.
Client agrees This contracted inspection is not completed until the report is delivered to the client. Electronic
recordings (audio and or video) of inspector’s comments may not be made, distributed or published without written permission
of MIS.
Client gives permission to MIS to distribute and discuss report findings with parties directly related to this transaction. The
Client agrees the report may not be provided to or relied upon by any insurance provider, residential service contract provider
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(home warranty) or mortgage company without written permission from MIS.
PEST / MOLD: MIS does not provide an Official Mold, Wood Destroying Insect or Termite report. These areas require
specialized, licensed professionals to inspect and a provide detailed report. Inspecting for Mold or Pests is outside the scope
of this inspection. Any comments by MIS are limited and provided without compensation. MIS Recommends the client contract
with a professional WDI / Pest Inspector and/or a Mold Inspection Specialist to provide an official report on the listed property
prior to closing.
On-Site Inspection Comments
Unless stated, the inspection does not: (a) determine the cause of the defect. b) prescribe repair methods. c) inspect or
compare to codes or manufacturing standards. d) provide comprehensive reporting (e) verify prior documentation such as the
Sellers’s disclosure or prior reports (f) document prior history (g) Any comment regarding the aforementioned is partial.
Client is advised to assure gas, water and electric utilities are on at the time of inspection. If utilities are not on, MIS will inspect
what is possible to avoid purchase contract delays. Return trips and same day cancellations are subject to a fee. Without all
utilities operating on the date of the on-site inspection, the resulting report will be partial in all related areas.
Client and/or client’s agent agrees to assure that any and all animals (pets) on the property to be inspected, are
secured or removed from the premises for the entire duration of the on-site inspection. MIS does not assume care
and custody of resident’s pets or animals. MIS is NOT responsible for any animal/pet owned by or under the care of a
home owner / resident.
The inspector may make recommendations for further inspection by a professional specific to a particular system or
component of the home. Any such recommendations are made without compensation and may or may not result in additional
discovered defects. Additional discovered repairs or costs are not the responsibility of MIS. If major additional repair needs are
discovered, it is recommended you get several opinions / estimates prior to closing.
Client is advised that oral explanations by MIS are partial in context and Client agrees to read the entire report and
addenda before prioritizing concerns and action items.
Disputes and Statutes of Limitations
Client agrees to all of the following:
1. Should any disputed condition arise, customer agrees that before taking any other action and within 10 days of discovery
of the problem, to allow MIS to perform an inspection of the condition in question before any changes are made, except in
cases where injury or subsequent property damage may occur.
2. Client agrees to pay all of MIS expenses and attorney’s fees, if they do not prevail on any and all claims against
MIS.
3. Client agrees any unresolved dispute shall be submitted for final and binding arbitration within Grayson County, Texas,
under the Rules and Procedures of a mutually agreed upon Arbitration Services company pursuant to Chapter 171 of the
Texas Civil Practice & Remedies Code 10.
4. Client agrees the statute of limitations for any and all claims against MIS and MIS Employees, including but not limited to;
Property Damage, Liability, Errors and Omissions, Financial Loss, are valid for a maximum of One Year from the date of this
signed document for all claims.
INDEMNIFICATION:
IN THE EVENT THAT ANY PERSON, NOT A PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT, MAKES ANY CLAIM AGAINST
INSPECTOR, ITS EMPLOYEES OR AGENTS, ARISING OUT OF THE SERVICES PERFORMED BY INSPECTOR UNDER
THIS AGREEMENT, THE CLIENT AGREES TO INDEMNIFY, DEFEND AND HOLD HARMLESS THE INSPECTOR FROM
ANY AND ALL DAMAGES, EXPENSES, COSTS AND ATTORNEYS FEES ARISING FROM SUCH A CLAIM.
LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY: Client understands and agrees: (a) that the inspection fee paid to MIS is small relative to the
liability associated with performing home inspections and that without the ability to limit liability, MIS would be forced to charge
Client much more than the inspection fee agreed upon. b) Client agrees that MIS and MIS insurance total liability is limited to
the amount of the Inspection Fee* paid. c) Client is advised by the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) to consult an
attorney if they do not understand the effect of any contractual term contained in this Agreement. The Inspection Report or any
attachments, before a binding agreement regarding the property occurs. d) Client acknowledges that the services provided by
the Inspector fall within the Professional Services Exemption of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act ("DTPA") and agrees
that no cause of action exists under the DTPA related to the services provided. Client agrees to pay the inspector all fees, both
legal and representative, should a claim against MIS not prevail.
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EXPLANATIONS, LIMITATIONS AND DEPARTURES
This is part of the Inspection Report


Introduction

The following contains explanations, limitations and departures from
Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) Standards of Practice. Please
read the following before a binding interest occurs.


Insurability

MIS cannot determine Insurability of any component for an home it
inspects. This report may not be provided to a home insurance
company, home warranty company or residential service provider.
Home warranty or residential service contacts offer limited protection
for certain items in the home. You are advised to have the home
warranty company inspect and assure all aspects of the home meet
their underwriting criteria before acquiring coverage. This report will
not find all of the conditions that might be unacceptable to a home
warranty company.
Roof Insurability Awareness: Many Home Insurance providers may
offer Actual Cash Value (ACV) instead of Replacement Cash Value
(RCV) policies. If your policy claims are calculated on an ACV, your
insurance company may pay a depreciated value less the deductible.
This may result in a significant expense to the insured party should
your roof become hail / storm damaged. In addition, many insurance
providers may include specific policy limitations which can exclude
their opinion of damage to cosmetic items (dented gutters for
example). Lastly, know that some companies may cancel coverage if
they think your roof is over a certain age. This home inspection does
not determine the age of the roof or its insurability. You should have
your insurance company approve the roof to their underwriting
standards and be aware of the policy language. Please research your
policy and recognize the risks.


General statement

Thank you for using McKinney Inspection Services, Inc. MIS) to
conduct your inspection. The purpose of the inspection is to provide
an overall understanding of the general property condition. This
inspection is performed to the Standards of Practice of the Texas Real
Estate Commission solely as a “guideline” document and not a
“requirements” document. That means every possible defect or
concern cannot be found and reported in the typical time most
inspector (s) spend doing inspections. inspector tries to be thorough,
this limited report does not represent all defects (large or small)
and unsafe conditions (minor or major) to have been discovered
or completely interpreted. This inspection will not find all the
problems. Such expectation is simply beyond the scope of this limited
service.


Past or future inspections.

Past or future inspections may discover additional defect and safety
findings. If we were to inspect this property a second time a new
finding or opinion is likely to be discovered. Future changes or
interpretations of the TREC inspection Standards of Practice may
cause conditions to be reported on a future inspection that is not
included in this report. If you are aware of issues the inspector did not
recognize please bring that to our attention before you buy the
property so that it may be discussed.


Future performance.

The inspection does not determine or predict future performance. Any
comment about such would be partial.


Advertised features.

The inspection does not verify the presence or absence of advertised
features. You should have the builder or seller verify advertised
features in writing prior to closing.


Flips or prior remodels.

A home that is purchased and remodeled for a quick sale is known as
a “flip”. Be advised that most flips have very limited disclosure of the
condition of the home before remodeling occurred. Investigate the
remodeler carefully. You should be aware of the added risk and
responsibility you may inherit from this type transaction. This report
reduces risk but does not eliminate or assume it. By mutual
agreement between the client and MIS the total liability of MIS is the
report fee.



Future remodels and updating needs.

If you remodel the home you may be required to update the home to
new codes. This inspection does not investigate those requirements
and any comment is partial. Some examples of remodeling expenses
are: adding dedicated bonding to new appliances or the dryer circuit;
water heater overflow pans and pressure absorption devices; updating
electrical wire or capacity; installing GFCI and arc fault protection;
installing garage door or gate reverse sensors; relocating panel boxes;
etc. If you plan on remodeling investigate the cost of updating to new
codes.


Life expectancy.

This report does not predict remaining life expectancy of any
component and/or appliance of the home. Information may be
available from several Internet sources.


Structural and Foundation

Structural opinions are of conditions seen at the time of inspection.
Unless specified, the following is not determined or inspected:
- Foundation Movement: Typically it is stated, “it is not IF a foundation
will move, it is when and how much” A home inspection is just a snap
shot in time and it cannot predict future performance.
MIS cannot determined if the structure will experience future
movement.
- Deck & balcony capacity; retaining wall conditions, capacity or
drainage provisions, capacities or life spans; framing span, point load
and spacing calculations are not determined.
- For inspector safety reasons, crawlspaces with less than 18 inches
of clearance are considered obstructed and/or inaccessible. Areas
with further than 20 feet from the entrance are considered unsafe for
the inspector and may be inspected from a distance. Accessible
crawlspace areas are observed in a limited fashion; extensive wood
probing is not done and wood damage or plumbing leaks may remain
undetected.
- Water damaged wood is common under bathrooms however such
does not always mandate a repair. The condition is subjective. Crawl
space inspections are limited and the results between inspectors will
vary. Comprehensive crawlspace examinations are available and
entail additional fees. If termite or decay damage is found, the extent
of such is not determined.
-- Slab foundations in North Texas are often supported on expansive
clay soils that rely on consistent moisture to remain stable. If the
moisture increases or decreases the foundation can move. Most
foundations will eventually move and MIS cannot tell when that will
happen.
- A qualified engineer can perform a detailed elevation study of the
home. Yearly repeating of this study can indicate on-going movement.


Termites, wood destroying insects / organisms and pests

MIS does not perform WDI / Pest Inspections. Any comment made is
done without compensation and is partial in context.


Drainage

Drainage comments are made regarding observed conditions
surrounding the immediate building inspected at the time of
inspection. Unless specified, the following is not determined or
inspected: flood plain considerations; condition of or termination points
of underground drainage systems; water penetration or poor drainage
histories; flooding or water penetration potential of crawlspace soils,
mold or microbiological growths, home site, below grade living and
storage areas; capacity of site to discharge rain waters acceptably;
underground water tables or springs; what impact this sites drainage
may have on other properties and vice versa; impact of vegetation on
building systems. Special inspections such as topographical surveys,
flood plain inspections and sub-surface water table tests are available
from other sources.


Roof and Attic

The inspector is looking for adverse material conditions that affect
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performance at the time of inspection. Roof surfaces are observed
from ground level with binoculars or from a ladder randomly placed at
eaves that are not higher than 10 feet. If access and safety permits,
the inspector will walk on some roof surfaces. Roof surfaces
exceeding 4/12 pitch are considered steep and unsafe for the
inspector. Attics with less than 4 feet of clear headroom and/or areas
that are not decked are considered inaccessible and unsafe for the
inspector. Circumstances such as access limitations and insulation will
prevent all roof and attic areas from being seen. Attic decking is not
inspected to code. Any comment about decking condition is
supplemental to this inspection. Roof performance may differ in other
weather conditions. Unless specified the following is not determined or
inspected: remaining lifespan; manufacturing defects of materials;
fastener number or appropriateness; prior hail activity or damage; if
the roof was installed to manufacturer or code specifications; a
“California” valley is a common installation practice in North Texas and
is not considered a defect; the adequacy of framing spans / supports
or the leak resistance of the roof at any future date; that flashing is
present or proper in all possible locations; the ability to pass insurance
or other inspection - appraisal - lender requirements; the number of
layers which exist or presence of felt. We recommended you refer to
the seller’s disclosure for information about prior leaks, repairs, hail
activity or insurance claims.


Insulation

Insulation is observed when entering accessible attics. Unless
specified the following is not determined or inspected: insulation type;
presence of asbestos; energy efficiency; cellulose risks (corrosion and
fire); fire spread risk potentials; R value; the presence of insulation
inside wall or ceiling voids; ventilation provisions between insulation
and roof decks (found on vaulted ceilings); vapor barriers or barrier
orientation. The inspection does not investigate spray foam insulation.
Spray foam emissions or its ability to dangerously contain a fire are a
matter for experts to advise you on. If the attic has foam and a fire
happens do not open any door the attic due to flashover risk; leave the
home immediately. The inspector does not look for mold on insulation
and any comment regarding such is supplemental.


Framing

The inspection looks for significant performance failures. Unless
specified the following is not determined or inspected: fastener type or
numbers; framing spans; wood grading; load paths. Engineers or code
experts are best suited to inspect these details.


Exterior & Interior walls

Unless specified the following is not determined or inspected: the
stability or condition of masonry walls such as wing walls and fences;
the water absorption or water penetration characteristics of masonry,
especially stone; conditions related to Stucco or Exterior Insulated
Finish Systems (EIFS or synthetic stucco) walls. All homes with EIFS
or stucco should be inspected by a specialist for proper installation,
water penetration and mold before closing; the presence of window
safety or tempered glass to modern standards; water penetration
potentials of masonry mortars or joints; performance of synthetic stone
or composite/glued wood systems; the lifespan of materials; fastener
or fastener substrate condition or quality; the presence of defective or
corrosive drywall (aka Chinese drywall) or similar products.


Windows

Unless specified the following is not determined or inspected: Security
systems; the presence of window impact resistant, tempered or safety
glass; locks or security devices; emergency escape or egress
dimensions; the presence or condition of weep holes or flashing
behind exterior veneers. Readily accessible windows are randomly
operated and storm windows are not operated; windows obstructed by
furniture, drapes, shutters or blinds are not inspected; thermal or
multiple pane window inspection is limited to available light and
distinctly obvious failures; subtle seal failures may go unseen.


Fireplace

Most fireplaces do not meet prescriptive standards, especially older
ones. Relatively speaking, most fireplaces are infrequently used in
North Texas. If you plan to burn wood in the fireplace a
comprehensive inspection by a qualified chimney / fireplace expert is
recommended. Unless specified, fireplaces are observed from ground
level and the following is not determined or inspected: drafting
characteristics; compliance to codes or modern construction
standards; clearance from combustibles; chimney caps, crowns;
structural capacity of masonry chimneys supported on concrete or
wood; condition of gas lines in inaccessible areas; the condition or

construction of the flue other than from the firebox opening; the
inspector does not enter or extend beyond the firebox perimeter in
order to look up into the flue. Older fireplaces usually do not meet
current codes or construction standards. Specialty inspections are
available from chimney specialists. The inspector does not use
hydrocarbon gas leak detection equipment to look for gas leaks.


Electrical

Electrical features are operated with normal controls. Accessible
switches, outlets and fixtures are randomly checked and unless
specified covers are not removed. While some observations may be
code related, this inspection does not determine if the system
complies with code or modern construction standards. This inspection
does not certify the home to free of fire risks and this is best done by a
licensed electrician. All electrical systems older than 40 years are
considered technically obsolete although they may serve rudimentary
function. Electrical bonding and grounding is inspected in a very
limited manner and this inspection departs from finding all grounding
and bonding problems.


Heating & Cooling

Heating, Venting and Air Conditioning Systems (HVAC) are operated
using normal controls. This inspection verifies basic operation of
components. Duct temperatures are measured using an infra-red
temperature gun with significant temperature variations being noted in
the report. “Delta T” temperatures are measured and recorded.
Cooling systems performance cannot be determined when mild or
cold outside temperatures exist. Heating system performance cannot
be determined when high or to outside temperatures exist. If any item
is determined to be deficient, MIS will recommend a qualified HVAC
expert perform a complete system inspection and evaluation.


Plumbing

Fixtures are operated with normal controls for a limited period of time
and actual usage is not simulated. Unless specified, the following is
not performed, determined or inspected: water meters are not
inspected for leaks or movement; moisture meters or thermal imaging
cameras are not used; toilet flush effectiveness or clog potential,
especially on low flush models; debris is not flushed to discover clogs,
optional hydrostatic / camera inspection is best suited for this; the
security of soap tray attachments; the strength or integrity of a
handhold or support device (for example a grab bar in a bathroom);
toilet flange design, installation or condition; if the toilet is plumbed
with hot water; bathtub and sink overflow operation or presence
thereof; drain stop integrity or presence thereof; shower enclosure and
pan moisture or leak testing; plumbing is not inspected for problems in
remote locations (example: we do not flush a toilet upstairs then go
downstairs or outside to see if it leaked). Inspection is limited the
specific location of the item being inspected; shower drain flange or
connections, drain pipe or trap condition, installation or leakage; the
condition or type of substrate behind wet areas such as tile or
enclosures; thermal imaging; the potential for any surface to be
slippery; the presence of slip resistant surfaces; the integrity or life
expectancy of aftermarket painted surfaces (aka epoxy coat); if
receptors such as bathtubs or showers will pool or retain residual
water; if cracks in marble like receptor surfaces leak; the capacity or
volume of the system; condition or pressure of gas supply lines
(especially buried service lines); gas leaks at any area not readily
(walk up) accessible, specialty gas leak tests are available from
plumbers with appropriate certifications.


Appliances

Appliances are operated with normal controls for a limited period that
do not simulate actual maximum usage. Unless specified, the
inspection departs from electric range full mode operation in order to
reduce risk of inadvertent property damage. Inductive cooktop
operations may not be verified.


Water heaters

The water heater inspection departs from temperature and pressure
relief valve operation due to the risk of causing property damage.
Owner written permission and a waiver of liability is recommended
before testing any T&P valve.


Gas fired Appliances and Carbon Monoxide

The inspection does not measure carbon monoxide levels and the
future potential for carbon monoxide contamination is not determined.
All gas fired appliances should be serviced annually by competent
professionals.
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Smoke and carbon monoxide alarms

Not inspected: Smoke or carbon monoxide detection and warning
alarms are not inspected and any comment is partial. The inspector is
not qualified to assure their operation in an actual life threatening
event.


Hydro massage

Whirlpools are not filled more than a few inches above outlets; the
inspection does not operate or fill plumbing fixtures, overflow drains or
drains to capacity; fixtures are not operated for extended periods of
time. Leaks or stoppages that become evident under more exhaustive
testing are beyond the scope of this inspection.


Swimming Pool and Spa

Swimming pools and spas are not inspected by MIS. A qualified pool
inspection service is best suited to provide a complete inspection.


Out Buildings

Outdoor buildings, such as workshops, storerooms or playhouses, are
beyond the scope of this inspection. Any comment about such
systems is without charge and partial in context.


Outdoor Cooking

Inspection of outdoor equipment is cursory. Underground gas pipes
are not inspected. Rotisserie equipment is not inspected.


Septic or OSSF



Gas distribution systems

The condition of gas lines, especially any component of buried gas not
determined. This inspection conducts a visual inspection of readily
accessible gas line connectors and piping at gas appliances only.


Security Systems

Security systems and smart devices are beyond the scope of this
inspection.


Landscape sprinkler system

Systems are manually cycled through various zones to look for
obvious and/or on-going problems.


Mold

The inspection does not inspect for microbiological, fungi or mold. Any
comment about mold or the appearance of such would be provided
without compensation, supplemental to the home inspection,
incomplete and subject to verification by an appropriate expert.


Toxins

The inspection does not inspect for any pollution or toxin risk including
but not limited to lead, asbestos, mold, radon or pesticides. If you plan
to remodel or are buying an older home that has been remodeled it is
prudent to anticipate a condition may exist subject to evaluation by an
expert.

Septic or OSSF: Septic systems are beyond the scope of this
inspection. Unless specified, presence of septic or private waste
disposal systems is not determined.

Loose and/or cracked interior window sill paint at a window
implies a history of condensation and/or minor water penetration.
Monitor during heavy rain. This was seen at: serval windows in
the home such as, but not limited to: Second floor - northeastern
and nonwestern bedroom windows, first floor - western central
bedroom/ northwestern window, etc. The condition of inaccessible
windows is unknown. See image above.

Several windows in the home appear to have the operable sash
detached from one or more of the retractors. This is causing poor
operation of the movable sash. This was seen at, but not limited
to: Second floor - game room / far southeastern window, game
room - center window above window seat, first floor - breakfast
nook area / eastern wall-southern window, master bedroom - 2
windows See image above.
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A sink drain uses corrugated flexible pipe. The corrugated pipe is
conducive to fouling and clogging. It is common but improper.
This was seen at: most every sink in the home. See image above.

A metal panel is dented. The door remains operable. This was
seen at: The larger garage door - near the bottom / interior side.
See image above.

Stains on a garage ceiling imply a water leak history. This was
seen at: The southeastern area of the garage. Does not appear to
be on-going. Note; There is a bathroom located above this area.
Monitor over time. See image above.

Soil is touching exterior siding. This is conducive to decay and
termites. Investigate as needed. Avoid causing a drainage
problem if soils are lowered. This was seen at: The front center
gardens areas. See image above.

General view of home

Cooling system refrigerant lines have deteriorated insulation
which is typical with the age of these units. This was seen at: All 3
cooling systems. See image above.
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Ideally, siding materials should have about 2 inches of clearance
from adjacent roof materials. The separation is beneficial because
it reduces the risk of siding decay over a long period of time. This
is a common construction error and repair priorities are
subjective. This was seen at: All the upper siding of the home.
See image above.

Mortar line cracks were seen in various locations of the brick and
stone. These all appear to be typical shrinkage cracks. I do not
perceive these to be movement related. See image above.

Control wiring appears to have deteriorated wiring jacket This was
seen at: The condensing unit on the southwestern area of the
exterior. Improvement is recommended. See image above.

RETAINING WALL OK: A retaining wall was seen. The wall does
not appear to be foundation related. The wall appears to be
performing. Monitor over time. See image above.

Rust and/or corrosion was seen the auxiliary condensate pan.
This may indicate a poorly performing cooling system. Typically
this seen in older units with minimal service life remaining. Advise
an HVAC technician investigate and repair as needed. This was
seen at: Both units in the upper attic. See image above.

Rust seen in the pan of the second unit.
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A Drip Leg or Sediment Trap for a gas supply line was not seen.
This was seen at: all three gas furnaces in the attic spaces. See
image above.

A switch had an undetermined applications. This was seen at:
The second floor northeastern bedroom - area above entry. See
image above.

Loose sealing tape was seen on the plenum of a furnace in the
upper attic - eastern unit. See image above.

A small area of mortar is missing or eroded. Advise repair. This
was seen at: The second floor - northern center bedroom window
sill. This may allow wind driven rain to enter the space. See image
above.

The condensate drain line is missing insulation. The insulation
prevents condensation from dripping. This was seen at: all 3
systems. See image above.

Rust was seen on a register. Appears minor. This was seen at:
The second floor - northeastern bathroom. See image above.
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Loose from retractor

Window Fall Protection Not Seen. Windows that are located less
than 24 inches from the finished floor or seated area and greater
than 72 inches from the finished exterior grade, should have fall
protection installed. These are usually identified by spring loaded
pop-out levers that prevent the window from being fully opened
without manually retracting them. This was seen at: The second
floor game room - above the window seat. See image above.

A light switch does not appear to function as it feels stuck. This
was seen at: The kitchen - northwestern corner, near the hallway.
See image above.

The home was occupied on the date of this inspection. Only
accessible windows were inspected. Advise walking the home
when vacant, then operate and visually inspect all windows prior
to occupancy. This was seen at: Several windows in the home.
See image above.

Deleted For Privacy

Electrical junction boxes are missing covers. This is a safety
concern. This was seen at: The kitchen - under the cooktop /
behind the upper drawer. See image above.
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